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Article Galaxy Enterprise Checklist 
Your Platform Savings at a Glance

Article Galaxy’s document retrieval engine puts 70M+ full-text  

journal articles at your fingertips, saving you time and money with 

fast and easy access to peer-reviewed scientific literature. 

Features Include:

 M Full-text access to journal content 24/7

 M Quick download and/or rapid delivery of native PDFs 

 M Most journal articles delivered instantly or within minutes

 M Lowest cost filters including duplicate detection and Open Access

But the savings doesn’t end there. Unrivaled in its ability to conform to 

your organization’s needs, an annual Article Galaxy Enterprise Platform 

License lets you create a custom research workflow, enabling better 

results, with fewer resources—for exponential time and cost savings.

More Savings. Zero Hassle

Here are just a few additional 

capabilities you will gain by 

upgrading to an annual Article Galaxy 

Enterprise platform license.

On average, sophisticated filtering 

options save you 20% on article 

costs along with 50% lower 

transaction fees – on top of 

immediate cost and time savings with 

on-demand document retrieval.

Don’t leave money on the table!  

Find out more about Article 

Galaxy for Enterprise by visiting 

https://info.reprintsdesk.com/

pricing#comparison.
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Productivity Filters And Tools

You Are in Good Company:

Open Access Filter for Intended Use: Enterprise-level OA filters 

let you easily find and access free content, while ensuring you 

get the copyright-compliant version of record (VOR) for your 

intended use, including regulatory submissions.

Subscription Integration: Pre-order filtering automatically  

links to a licensed article you already own through an existing 

subscription. Avoid paying for content twice, optimizing, 

optimizing your subscriptions and journal holdings.

Publisher Tokens: Use Article Galaxy to recognize and leverage 

your tokens or configure with existing publisher packages. 

Manage your tokens in the way that’s right for you, including  

self-service, hybrid, and Reprints Desk-managed models.  

Article Rentals: Filter for rental availability to optimize your 

literature acquisition savings. Save up to 75% off the purchase 

price and view the full-text article online for three days with the 

option to upgrade to full purchase.

Reference Management: Enjoy comprehensive literature 

and reference management capabilities, including managing 

citations, sharing bibliographies, monitoring journal feeds, and 

much more.

Duplicate Detection: A copyright-compliant PDF library 

enables secure, enterprise-wide access to previously acquired 

PDF articles for which re-use licenses exist, while automated 

acquisition tracking provides duplicate alerts prior to checkout.
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Advanced Literature Access

Usage Analytics: Document delivery and journal usage reports 

indicate which subscriptions or tokens are being heavily used and 

which are in low demand – providing the insights you need to 

make informed purchasing decisions to maximize cost savings. 

Volume Discounts: Take advantage of reduced document 

transaction fees based on order volume. Batch order and 

delivery options let you access multiple articles in a single click.

Helpdesk: Enjoy 24/7 access to award-winning operations and 

support staff, in addition to a dedicated account manager and 

end-user training.

Monthly Billing: Simplify bookkeeping with a single monthly 

invoice for all transactions across all publishers, with an option 

for custom billing references.

Ends-of-the-Earth Sourcing: Access to all published content 

including hard-to-find documents with electronic, print, and 

extended sourcing services, including supplementary materials.

System of Record: A single centralized platform enables true  

ownership over – and visibility into – your Article Galaxy account, 

including all your purchases, PDF files, citations, and invoices.

Copyright Compliance: All documents are delivered copyright 

compliant for your stated intended use, effectively mitigating 

the risk of non-compliance. Our reuse guidance tools ensure 

users have the information they need.

We’re Here to Help!

Find out how an Article Galaxy 

Enterprise subscription can add 

long-term value across your 

organization.   

 

Call us at 1 (310) 477-0354 

or email customer support at 

customersupport@reprintsdesk.com

Custom Workflows: Integrate with the discovery portals that fit 

your workflow, including PubMed, 70+ other websites, and 3rd-

party solutions. Choose the access approach that’s right for you, 

including mediated, unmediated, or hybrid library workflows.


